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Taxon-restricted genes at the origin
of a novel trait allowing access to a
new environment
M. Emília Santos,1* Augustin Le Bouquin,1,2 Antonin J. J. Crumière,1 Abderrahman Khila1*

Taxon-restricted genes make up a considerable proportion of genomes, yet their contribution to
phenotypic evolution is poorly understood.We combined gene expression with functional and
behavioral assays to study the origin and adaptive value of an evolutionary innovation exclusive to
the water strider genus Rhagovelia: the propelling fan.We discovered that two taxon-restricted
genes, which we named geisha andmother-of-geisha, specifically control fan development.
geisha originated through a duplication event at the base of the Rhagovelia lineage, and both
duplicates acquired a novel expression in a specific cell population prefiguring fan development.
These gene duplicates played a central role in Rhagovelia’s adaptation to a new physical
environment, demonstrating that the evolution of taxon-restricted genes can contribute directly
to evolutionary novelties that allow access to unexploited ecological niches.

M
orphological innovations—i.e., lineage-
restricted traits that perform evolutionar-
ily new functions—are important triggers
of organismal diversification (1, 2). Theory
predicts that the evolution of such inno-

vations allows organisms to adapt to new niches
and therefore provides access to unexploited eco-
logical opportunities (3, 4). Examples include the
evolution of plant flowers, insect wings, butter-
fly color patterns, turtle shells, lizard dewlaps
and toepads, and bird feathers, each of which is
thought to have shaped the evolutionary trajectory
of the corresponding lineages (5–10). Such
innovations are predicted to originate either
through the co-option of conserved preexisting
developmental programs or through the emer-
gence of taxon-restricted genes. Although the
bulk of evidence supports the role of develop-
mental gene co-option (11–15), clear examples
of how taxon-restricted genes contribute to the
evolution of such traits remain scarce (16–19).
Furthermore, how morphological innovations
are associated with the potential to occupy new
ecological niches is poorly documented (3, 4).
To address these questions, we studied the ge-
netic mechanisms and the environmental pres-
sures underlying the evolution of the propelling
fan, a structure exclusively found in thewater strider
genus Rhagovelia (Heteroptera, Gerromorpha,
Veliidae) (20) (Fig. 1A). Our results highlight a
central role for taxon-restricted genes, alongwith
conserved gene co-option, in the evolution of the
fan. Moreover, using biomechanics assays, we
provide empirical evidence that the fanhas played
an essential role in the adaptation to a new en-
vironment, thus acting as an evolutionarily key
innovation.

The lifestyle of all ~200 known Rhagovelia
species is characterized by movement on the sur-
face of fast-running water, a niche that is not ac-
cessible to most other semiaquatic insects (20, 21)
(movie S1). Movement is generated through the
rowing motion of the pair of midlegs, which
harbor the fans (20, 22, 23). The fan consists of
roughly 20 primary branches, each with thinner
secondary branches (Fig. 1A). Unlike Rhagovelia,
the closely related Stridulivelia genus (Fig. 1A
and fig. S1) does not have fans, and its members
occupy the interface between land and water
(20). Although Stridulivelia are sympatric with
Rhagovelia and occupy the same streams, they
are mostly static on plant leaves and only occa-
sionally perform bursts of fast movement (Fig. 1B
and movie S1).
Fan development begins between 120 and

144 hours of embryonic development (~34 to
38% of embryogenesis duration) at 26°C. First
instar nymphs hatch with fully functional fans,
which are entirely renewed at each of the five
molts, indicating persistence of the fan develop-
mental program throughout postembryonic stages
(Fig. 1C and fig. S2). To identify the genes un-
derlying fan development, we performed tran-
scriptomic profiling of Rhagovelia antilleana
embryonic legs (144 hours at 26°C) (table S1).
Comparison of mRNA expression identified 87
transcripts that were highly expressed in the
midlegs relative to the two other pairs of legs,
which do not develop fans (table S1). In situ
hybridization screening identified five genes
whose expression is restricted to the midleg tip,
where the fan develops (Fig. 2A and table S1).
These genes are y (yellow), cp19 (cuticular protein
19), ccdc174 (coiled-coil domain-containing protein
174), and two highly similar unknown genes
(c67063_g1 and c68581_g1; Fig. 2, A and B).
None of these five genes were expressed in the
forelegs or hindlegs in R. antilleana or in any
of the legs of the fanless Stridulivelia tersa and
Oiovelia cunucunumana outgroup species (Fig.
2A and figs. S1 and S3). The gain of expression

of these genes in the Rhagovelia lineage thus
coincides with the emergence of the fan, sug-
gesting that they are involved in the evolution
of this trait.
A homology search detected a unique sequence

related to both c67063_g1 and c68581_g1 in five
Hemiptera and one Isoptera (tables S3 and S4)
but failed to detect putative orthologs in the other
major insect lineages such as Diptera, Hymenop-
tera, and Lepidoptera. Within Gerromorpha, a
search using a set of in-house available tran-
scriptomes detected a single putative homolog
in nine fanless species (table S2). However, we
consistently detected two distinct genes in all
three Rhagovelia species analyzed (fig. S4 and
table S2), suggesting that these two protein-
coding genes originated from a recent duplication
restricted to the Rhagovelia lineage. Phylogenetic
analysis clustered the two Rhagovelia duplicates
together, with c68581_g1 being more similar to
the unduplicated gene state found in fanless
Gerromorpha, whereas c67063_g1 underwent
faster evolution (Fig. 3A and fig. S5). We named
c67063_g1 gsha (geisha) and its paralog c68581_g1
mogsha (mother-of-geisha), these names being in-
spired from the hand fan of the Japanese geisha.
Examination of the protein sequences revealed

that the duplicates share a signal peptide and
two helical regions characteristic of transmem-
brane proteins. However, we observed divergence
in other protein regions, possibly reflecting func-
tional separation (table S5). The high sequence
similarity between the two genes makes it im-
possible to discriminate between their spatial
expression patterns using in situ hybridization
alone; therefore, we quantified their respective
expression levels using quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Both genes
were expressed in the midlegs, although gsha
was expressed more than three times as highly
as mogsha (Fig. 3B). Altogether, these results in-
dicate thatmogsha is a taxon-restricted gene, gsha
is a Rhagovelia-restricted gene, and these genes
diverge in protein sequence and expression levels.
RNA interference (RNAi) against y resulted in

adults with yellowish instead of dark brown fans
and with overall light-pigmented bodies (fig. S7A
and table S6). Hence, the function of y in dark
pigment formation (24) is conserved in Rhagovelia,
suggesting that this gene was co-opted as part
of the network to darken the cuticle of the fan.
RNAi against cp19 and ccdc174 did not cause
detectable defects despite repeated attempts,
perhaps owing to functional redundancy between
these genes and/or other members of the cutic-
ular gene family (25). For gsha andmogsha, their
high sequence similarity prevented the design of
RNAi reagents specific to the mRNA of one or the
other (table S7). Simultaneous knockdown of both
gsha and mogsha resulted in the loss of the fan
(Fig. 3C, fig. S7B, and tables S6 and S7). gsha/
mogsha RNAi individuals were viable, and we
failed to detect defects in any other structures,
including the claws that are directly connected
to the fan (Fig. 3C and fig. S7B). High-speed
videography revealed that the gsha/mogsha
RNAi individuals still deployed and retracted the
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claws and the remnants of the fan, just like con-
trol individuals did (movie S2). These results
suggest that gsha andmogsha function in nymphs
solely for fan formation, consistent with their
specific expression in the cell population pre-
figuring fan development. The association be-
tween the emergence of the fan, the gain of
expression of a set of conserved genes, and the
gene duplication implies that these molecular
events participated in fan evolution. In addition,
our data directly connect two taxon-restricted
genes, gsha andmogsha, to the development and
evolution of a taxon-restricted structure.
A major goal of evolutionary biology is not

only to identify the genetic mechanisms under-
lying novel traits, but also to determine the im-
pact of evolutionary innovations on organismal
evolutionary history (26). To investigate whether
the emergence of the fan and the duplication of
gsha/mogsha contributed to evolutionarily novel
adaptive functions, we tested the impact of dif-
ferent fan phenotypes on locomotory performance.
First, we measured performance on still water,
mimicking the riparian environment with no
current. We compared individuals of Stridulivelia
tersa (a fanless closely related species that inhab-
its this riparian habitat), Rhagovelia antilleana
(normal fan), gsha/mogsha-RNAi R. antilleana
(reduced fan), and R. antilleana individuals with
surgically ablated fans. S. tersa animals were more
than three times as fast as R. antilleana animals,
with no significant differences between the three
R. antilleana groups (Fig. 4A and table S8). In
contrast, we detected a significant inverse cor-
relation between fan and stroke frequency, with
normal R. antilleana (normal fan) using the lowest
stroke frequency, followed by gsha/mogsha-RNAi
R. antilleana (reduced fan), ablated R. antilleana,
and finally S. tersa (Fig. 4B and table S8). These
results show that, in the still-water environment,
the fan does not increase speed but rather allows

the insect to maintain fast speed while using a
lower stroke frequency, therefore using less energy
over a given distance (22).
Next, we challenged these groups of individ-

uals in a setup where they were forced to row
against a slow (0.2 m/s) or fast (0.3 m/s) water

current (Fig. 4C and movie S3), simulating
Rhagovelia’s stream environment. Although
S. tersa animals were the fastest on still water,
they failed to ascend the stream setup (Fig. 4C,
fig. S9, and table S9). Normal R. antilleana as-
cended both currents without difficulty (Fig. 4C,
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Fig. 1. Morphology, habitat correlation, and nymphal development of the Rhagovelia fan. (A) Midleg morphology comparison between R. antilleana
and the outgroup species S. tersa. Rhagovelia tarsi have longer and wider claws and are forked to host the fan, which can be deployed and retracted
following leg movements (movie S2). (B) Habitat and behavior of Rhagovelia (left) and Stridulivelia (right). (C) Nymph developmental series, showing an
increase in fan size and in the number of branches across molting stages.

Fig. 2. Fan expression profiling and protein alignment of gsha and mogsha. (A) In situ hybridization
showing the expression of all five genes at the tips of the midleg (leg 2, L2). Scale bar, 100 mm. (B) Protein
alignment of c68581_g1 (mogsha) and c67063_g1 (gsha), with divergent amino acids highlighted
in color (nucleotide alignment in fig. S4). Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues are
as follows: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn;
P, Pro; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr.
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Fig. 3. Sequence evolution, expression, and functional characterization
of gsha and mogsha. (A) Bayesian phylogenetic reconstruction showing
that mogsha is more similar to the taxon-restricted unduplicated copy
(gray box), whereas gsha is a Rhagovelia-specific duplicate that has
evolved at a higher rate (red box; note the branch length). Node values
represent the posterior probability, and the scale bar indicates the

genetic distance between sequences. (B) Gene-specific quantitative
PCR showing gsha and mogsha expression in the midleg (leg 2; n = 3)
of fourth instar nymphs. Error bars, SEM. (C) gsha/mogsha
RNAi-mediated knockdown resulted in a severe reduction of the fan
(n = 27), but the claws (arrows) and leg morphology (figs. S7 and S8)
were unaffected.

Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of locomotion parameters. (A and B)
Boxplots for the still water setup, comparing (A) mean speed and (B)
stroke frequency among S. tersa (green; n = 10), R. antilleana (blue; n = 7),
R. antilleana with ablated fans (gray; n = 4), and gsha/mogsha-RNAi
R. antilleana (yellow; n = 9). The range of severity of gsha/mogsha-RNAi
phenotypes can be found in fig. S7. (C) Scheme of the stream setup (top)
(movie S3), with the percentage of individuals succeeding in rowing
against the current, together with their corresponding arrival time, shown
below. Error bars, SEM. (D and E) Boxplots for the stream setup,

comparing (D) mean speed and (E) stroke frequency among R. antilleana
(blue; n = 10), R. antilleana with ablated fans (gray; n = 8) and
gsha/mogsha-RNAi R. antilleana (yellow; n = 8). (F) Angles of R. antilleana
turns in still water (R. antilleana, n = 8; gsha/mogsha-RNAi, n = 8;
R. antilleana with fan ablated, n = 8). Each boxplot spans the minimum and
maximum values (whiskers), with medians shown by the horizontal lines
and first and third quartiles delineated by the box. Student’s t test or the
Mann-Whitney test was performed for each pairwise comparison. P values
are shown next to asterisks. ns, not significant.
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fig. S9, and table S9), suggesting a major role
for the fan in running waters. Consistently,
R. antilleana animals with ablated fans failed to
ascend the fast stream and displayed a severe-
ly decreased performance in the slow stream
(Fig. 4C, fig. S9, and table S9). geisha/mogsha-
RNAi individuals (reduced fans) delivered an
intermediate performance between those of the
normal and fan-ablated Rhagovelia; the major-
ity of the individuals failed in the fast stream but
ascended the slow stream (Fig. 4C, fig. S9, and
table S9). Furthermore, we found differences
both in speed and stroke frequency between
the three R. antilleana groups (Fig. 4, D and E).
As observed in still water, R. antilleana with
surgically or genetically altered fans used higher
stroke frequencies. However, this increase in
stroke frequency was not sufficient to compen-
sate for the lack or reduction of the fan (Fig. 4,
D and E). These data show that although the
fan does not increase speed in still water, it is
required to row against the current in stream
environments. The fan increases the midleg area
that is in contact with water, which increases the
efficiency of each stroke by transforming the same
amount of energy into more movement, thereby
reducing stroke frequency (fig. S10). Sexual di-
morphism did not influence the function of the
fan, and its effect on the locomotory perform-
ance was the same in both sexes (fig. S11).
Last, we evaluated the ability to perform sharp

turns, a characteristic behavior of Rhagovelia
species. We found that normal R. antilleana turns
were consistently initiated by fan deployment,
with an average angle of 77° (Fig. 4F and table
S8). gsha/mogsha-RNAi and fan-ablated indi-
viduals turned less efficiently, with an average
angle of 111° and 126°, respectively (Fig. 4F and
table S8). Taken together, our results show that
the fan sustains frequent fast movement and in-
creases maneuverability in an energy-demanding
environment, thus playing a key role in the life-
style of Rhagovelia species.
Collectively, our data provide important in-

sights into the developmental genetic, evolu-

tionary, and ecological mechanisms underlying
the emergence of evolutionary innovations. We
show that the genetic changes that participated
in the evolution of the fan provided Rhagovelia
with distinctive locomotory abilities required to
adapt to fast-flowing water environments. Our
results indicate that this trait evolved through
the redeployment of conserved developmental
programs (pigmentation and cuticle deposition),
but also through a Rhagovelia-specific gene
duplication of a taxon-restricted gene. Although
the phylogenetic order of occurrence of these
molecular events remains unknown, we provide
strong evidence that evolutionary novelties can
appear through multiple genetic events in both
conserved and taxon-restricted genes. Animals
lacking gsha and mogsha, which display fan
rudiments, consistently delivered intermediate
performance in stream environments, suggest-
ing that fan rudiments are advantageous. We
hypothesize that, initially, the gain of a preexist-
ing developmental program in the midleg led to
the emergence of fan rudiments that became
later optimized by a gene duplication event, lend-
ing experimental support to the long-lasting
hypothesis that complex evolutionary novel-
ties emerge gradually from simpler structures
(27–30).
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